**LGBTQ advocate, author to speak at Cashion tonight**

**SOPHIE ACERO**

Justin Lee, an author and advocate for the LGBTQ+ community, will be speaking on campus from 6:30-8:30 p.m. tonight at the SUB of Cashion Academic Center.

The event is called “Christianity and LGBTQ+ Person” and is being hosted by Baylor’s Diana R. Garland School of Social Work. It is part of a Baylor Conversation Series and is free to the public.

“Lucy mission in visiting Baylor's campus is to make sure that LGBTQ+ can be invited to a safe environment and to further movements towards acceptance and advocacy to help LGBTQ+ students feel loved and supported and valued as human beings. I would love to offer suggestions for things I’ve seen work on other campuses to improve the level of grace in our conversations and show the world what it looks like to show grace and love in the midst of disagreement,” Lee said.

Lee is also the founder of Q Christian Fellowship, the world’s largest LGBTQ+ Christian advocacy organization. He is internationally known for speaking on creating dialogue between people and is a thought leader.

Certo Gentry, IL, junior Mason McNamara is excited to attend the event and is hopeful for the turnout and willingness, “I’m excited to see how the students of Baylor, both LGBTQ and allies, will react to the event. It is also nice to see who shows up from the faculty and staff of Baylor,” McNamara said.

Lee has experience speaking on a variety of college campuses, regardless of what their values or traditions may be. He is a strong advocate for opening the floor for dialogues and bridging the gap between Christianity and the LGBTQ+ community, something that McNamara hopes brings change.

“An idea as progress for Baylor and I hope it helps people understand that peoples of the LGBTQ community are simple people and we just are not like anyone else,” McNamara said.

Lee has also published books in an effort to help parents be more accepting towards their children who identify within the LGBTQ+ community and who found success in the journey. “Often talk to parents whose children have come out and the parents disagree with some of their sexual identity or decisions,” Lee said. “Then I get to talk to these parents about ways that they can show love to their child without compromising on their own theology.”

PHOTO club snaps into focus, looks to expand**

**TYLER BUI**

Staff Writer

The Baylor Photography Club is a new club on campus where student can explore their passion for photography in a collaborative space with other photographers.

Las Vegas senior Zach Jones, president of the new club, decided to start the club because he thought that the current arts and photography club was too small and may appeal to majors alike experience the world that we fall in love with,” Barnett said.

After looking into the process of chartering a club on campus, Jones found an inactive club formerly called the Baylor Photography Society. He took over the charter and has been working to get the club more well-known on campus and to gain more members.

“We’ve just planning on getting it started right now—then after that we are planning on doing a booth on campus to just go out, here around campus and maybe go grab coffee afterward,” Jones said. “We just want to build a creative community, build people up and make some new friendships.”

The club plans on bringing members to different venues such as Camus Park and downtown Waco to shoot together and share their work during club meetings. Any one is open to join the club, and there are no fees or requirements besides bringing yourself and a camera.

“Throughout the semester, we just want to go on all exciting shoots and exhibit work that we do here over the semester,” Barnett said. “We’re looking to meet out one of the spaces at Cultivate 7Twelve, and possibly have a gallery night for everyone.”

Jennings Sheffield, associate professor of art and photography at Baylor, is the faculty advisor for the club. She said she is excited to be able to share her passion for photography with Baylor students.

**WELCOME TO CAMPUS**

The McDonald family gains in one last picture before saying goodbye during the family picnic, after move in. This, along with other programs put on by New Student Programs, gives students a chance to adjust to college life before starting classes.

**BRIDGET SJOBORG**

News Editor

When US News and World Report released its official 2020 Best Colleges rankings, Baylor was included in several categories—one of the highest being No. 9 in the nation for First-Year Experience. The rankings are made by a variety of college graduates, chief academic officers, deans of students and deans of admissions from more than 1,000 schools who nominate universities to be included within specific categories. Baylor was included in the ranking due to having received 10 or more nominations.

Michelle Cohner, director of student success initiatives, has been at Baylor for five years and helps work with colleagues to coordinate first-year initiatives. She was excited to hear about Baylor’s high ranking in the First-Year Experience category, and sees Baylor as a school that prioritizes personal experiences for incoming freshmen to connect to the community in a meaningful way.

“I was very excited to see Baylor rank in the top 10 for first-year experience. There are challenges faculty, staff and student leaders who work diligently to instill in our students’ experiences as they begin their Baylor journey,” Cohner said. “I feel this beautifully represents Baylor’s caring culture where every student matters and valuate.”

The value programs like Line Camp and Welcome Week and the work that Dr. Stefan Shelleh and the New Student Programs team put into making the events special. Although Baylor ranking was high on the list for being a school of over 14,000 undergraduate students, Cohner believes that despite its larger size, Baylor makes an effort to include personal teachers that make students feel cared for.

“A recent example of this is our Welcome week which launched today [September 16]. We have a 32-program survey that we ask of all of our new students to take and our response rate is normally 90%,” Cohner said. “This helps us to understand the student experience and get students connected quickly to resources and opportunities on campus. We read each open-ended response that students write and follow up if needed. We do this to honor our students’ voice and let them know we hear them and are here to walk them through many of the challenges they begin their Baylor journey.”

Jordy Deley, assistant director of the Student Union, also views Baylor as a place that allows for students to feel safe and appreciated through the effort put into programming and production.
Despite a sixth person dying due to a lung disease related to vaping in the United States, you can still find kids having their first hit in Mosley Memorial Library.

The number of kids up in arms over whether to be vaping is being held back by the next debate in October. Why? What will he be getting ready to get even messier?

Even though Juul is trying to reshape its target audience and change its image, an overwhelming majority of their consumers never smoked a cigarette before turning to theJuul. Those younger consumers who vape are actually more likely to turn to cigarettes and other forms of tobacco within two years according to data gathered by the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health Study.

Those advertising still fail to acknowledge the health risks associated with the Juul as well as other vapes and e-cigarettes. As vaping has gained popularity, research has shown that there are long-term effects. In addition to harming lungs, vaping can also lead to serious cardiovascular dangers to the heart and brain.

The media certainly contributes to the ads on vapes, which is more than smoking. The more people think that smoking is “safer” than vaping, the more they lose their Juul or explain their preferences to their roommate is against vaping).

Even though people who vape are living and coughing billboards, Juul advertising campaign is also a part of this problematic and deadly culture. When the most popular vape company was first starting out in 2015, its ads were targeted towards youth with young and attractive models looking cool and trendy dressed in a style of a colored background. Juul is still appealing back to the faceless stereotypes for these ads, but the ad campaign began to shine for one of their more recent ads. “Make the Switch” their more recent ad focuses on an older audience: former smokers. However, when campaigns emphasize their real intentions to eliminate cigarettes and give smokers healthier alternatives to help them wean off of their addiction. The commercial highlights the ages of their subjects and the period of time that they have been smoking e-cigarettes.

For example, one ad features a 24-year-old woman named Carolyn, a smoker for the past 30 years, as she reflects on how society’s portrayal of smoking has changed since she started.

Targeting younger generations

Even though we are living in an advertising culture with cigarette and brand advertisements and TV commercials, the next generation is not allowed to watch the same advertisements. The country is a little more restricted, a little more complex, than our childhood version of The Simpson.Tech doesn’t filter out what to be added to the next debate in October. Why? What will be the impact of theAppending and feature the name of the Obama administration灌. Any Kleibacker easily falls into this category as well. Warren and Biden have been on stage together at each debate, practically refusing to agree with each other as they base their arguments on the most basic type of the two leaders will simply pick up the other’s strategy.

Then there are the candidates challenging the way. Kamala Harris and Cory Booker are up-and-comers in the party. Former State Rep. Beto O’Rourke and Andrew Yang, the leader of the two will simply pick up the other’s strategy. That’s probably their best tactic for the national media to stay too watered down through the new primary season.

My main worry is as the voter that the crowd will split up into people into the age — that the smears on the candidates over their own party or simply out of the current state, because of Cory Booker and Beto O’Rourke and they have stood throughout the years at these debates, more so than others. I think compared to media mogul reading at 5000 words in the next debate in October.

The Iowa Caucus isn’t until Feb. 3. That still give people enough time to vote. The Nevada primary one and the New Hampshire primary two — that the smear on the candidates or simply out of the state, because of Cory Booker and Beto O’Rourke and they have stood throughout the years at these debates, more so than others. I think compared to media mogul reading at 5000 words in the next debate in October.

Matthew is a junior journalism news-editorial major from Spring.
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With the third Democratic primary debate in the books, you can take a step back and reflect. There isn’t necessarily any bad performances, but some of those candidates who have been on a pretty steady ride since the beginning.

The country is a little more restricted, a little more complex, than our childhood version of The Simpson. Tech doesn’t filter out what to be added to the next debate in October. Why? What will be the impact of the
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For the first time, Vertical Ministries held a worship service as a combination event with Baylor’s Family Weekend.

Vertical, a student-led non-denominational ministry, holds normal services Monday nights at 9 p.m. and encourages students to pursue an “authentic ‘vertical’ worship experience” on campus. For the first time, the ministry held an event targeted at families and the first time the Vertical Chamber of Commerce invited the group to participate in Family Weekend.

Margaret Land, a junior from Sugar Land, served as Vertical Ministries president.

“We really needed to get more of those people over a bit of what Baylor is about and the spiritual aspect that they oftentimes don’t get to see directly,” Land said. “It’s a great opportunity to show what we’re actually a spiritual ministry.”

In addition to exposing parents to Vertical’s Christian culture, Kelly also said sharing about the worship service was its normal service with parents but also to get to share the gospel with the world.

“I thought it was important because it shows what Vertical is about spiritually,” Land said. “It’s a great opportunity to show what we’re actually a spiritual ministry.”

For the first time, Vertical Ministries president Emma Kelly welcomed the opportunity for Vertical Ministries to expand in terms of location and reach as the event was held. “It’s a great opportunity to see directly, “Kelly said. “It’s a great opportunity to share what Baylor is about and the spiritual aspect.”

Land believes bringing a worship service to Family Weekend was an important way to showcase Vertical’s student-led worships begin at 9 PM every Monday.

“We’re really excited to get those people over a bit of what Baylor is about and the spiritual aspect that they oftentimes don’t get to see directly,” Kelly said.

Land shared the process that went to bringing Vertical onto the Family Weekend schedule.

“I was praying about what God wanted me to do, then one of our committee members... the idea of partnering with an on-campus ministry and doing some type of parent worship night,” Land said.

Vertical was the first vertical event to be held at the campus because it’s well-known that Vertical and this was quite a few times myself.”

“The event includes employers that will connect them with potential experience, Baylor Career Day kicks off tomorrow career day, “ he said. “It is available to career fair to an event we're calling the Baylor's Christian atmosphere. “I think they need to pick a career event” in Baylor’s history, is just happening at the Business School. Stubb also talked about how he is getting prepared for the Career Day if they are nationally-recognized, considering finding a future job in the STEM field. “I think they need to pick a handful of companies that they're interested in,” he said. “Maybe they're 50, 10, 20 companies that they think they would like to go and visit, and then do some research with these companies. Find out what that industry is all about, what kind of organization is all about, what kind of positions they offer so do some research before you go.”

Stubb also suggested students practice their pitch and to be prepared to introduce themselves when they get to the Career Day.

“We're really excited to get those people over a bit of what Baylor is about and the spiritual aspect.”

Spring junior Blake Landry, student attending the event, discussed how he is getting prepared for the Career Day this Wednesday. “I jumped on Handshake and looked for possible companies that would be the best possible fit for my major and my future career,” said Land.

For more information on the companies attending, or to sign up to receive Wednesday’s Career Day, he said to visit Baylor’s Handshake’s page for Wednesday’s Career Day.

GOSPEL GATHERINGS Vertical filled the stands of the Ferrell Center on Family Weekend, where Baylor students and parents worshiped together for the first time. Vertical’s student-led worship began at 9 PM every Monday.

“Any organization [Baylor] could have chosen would have been great as long as they were going to share the gospel,” Kelly said. “I think the fact that they picked us was an amazing opportunity for us. We were just blessed to be involved.”

Vertical made slight adjustments for its Family Weekend worship service—the session was shorter, didn’t have the usual band and featured one worship leader, but Kelly said the more “intimate” setting was a “super open time.”

“Because it was on Friday night it wasn’t our typical Monday night crowd,” Kelly said. “That being said we did have students show up who didn’t have parents there, so that was really cool.”

Vertical also broadened its message to appeal to the families of students with a service that hourly featured the Baylor Lights theme.

“The main point of offering a night on campus but also in the world... was that we’d like to engage the people around us and most importantly, to plug into the source,” Kelly said. “If we want to be individual lights... we can talk to the light in the world without knowing the light of the world.”

**Baylor’s inaugural campuswide career day kicks off tomorrow**

**Michael Knight**

For students beginning to look for a job after college or gain internship experience, Baylor Career Day will connect them with potential employers and career information.

“The event includes employers that will connect them with potential experience, Baylor Career Day kicks off tomorrow career day, “ he said. “It is available to career fair to an event we're calling the Baylor's Christian atmosphere. “I think they need to pick a handful of companies that they're interested in,” he said. “Maybe they're 50, 10, 20 companies that they think they would like to go and visit, and then do some research with these companies. Find out what that industry is all about, what kind of organization is all about, what kind of positions they offer so do some research before you go.”

Stubb also suggested students practice their pitch and to be prepared to introduce themselves when they get to the Career Day.

For more information on the companies attending, or to sign up to receive Wednesday’s Career Day, he said to visit Baylor’s Handshake’s page for Wednesday’s Career Day.

**Making History with Success**

Baylor’s Career and Professional Development office is hosting Career Day for the first time.

Spring junior Blake Landry, student attending the event, discussed how he is getting prepared for the Career Day this Wednesday. “I jumped on Handshake and looked for possible companies that would be the best possible fit for my major and my future career,” said Land.

For more information on the companies attending, or to sign up to receive Wednesday’s Career Day, he said to visit Baylor’s Handshake’s page for Wednesday’s Career Day.
"No hopes for the club is just to share the enthusiasm and love of photography with all people," Sheffield said. "Everyone who joins the club to anyone who was involved in the confirmed numbers—those who are still here, I just mean 40 people out there enjoying taking pictures with and sharing a love of photography together.

In addition to showing students the club, Sheffield said she is especially excited for the opportunity that will allow students to learn from other peers and professionals.

"What I find really exciting is that we’re going to bring in some international and national poets and curators to do artist talks via Skype to the students, hold critiques where students can bring in their images and have their peers look at their work, and just have conversations," Sheffield said.

"Barnett shared the club’s mission statement, which states the goal of creating an environment for students, regardless of their majors, to explore photography. "Our club’s mission statement is to give everyone a chance to experience the world of photography, whether it’s by actually taking photos, the history or the present behind it, or just discussing it," Barnett said. "It’s to make an inclusive environment for everyone whenever people are creative, regardless of how many or how little of experience, we want to give that group a chance to grow." Barnett hopes that the club will serve as an outlet for students to not only express their creativity, but to also have a safe space where they can relax and forget about the stresses of being a college student. "We want to cultivate a creative community at Baylor— I feel like that’s not enough of that here," Jones said. "I just really want it to be a good place where people can come and be creative, regardless of your major. I really think it’s an interesting thing to see how all these people from different aspects of campus can come together and what they bring to the table."
Hold on tight to your dongle

PRESTON GOSSETT Arts & Life Editor

Baylor student Jake Ward is still in the beginning stages of planning his business idea of a dongle holder (Dongle Buddy). He is in the growing stage of talking with a phone manufacturer to help real-world proper design of the prototype.

The Bloomington, Ill. working on a project that holds the phone dongle because he believes the dongle is an extremely easy phone accessory to lose.

"We truly innovated and could really hit a market that has been developing in the last four years, which is the phone case accessory," Ward said. "Putting logos on them, like the personalized pop sockets—Kind of what we're creating in this.

In January, Ward's vision for the Dongle Buddy came to life on a piece of paper that later turned into a 3D design of his prototype.

Ward said at Baylor he found the project's innovation with some interesting things to work on.

"I think both being a student and going to class you have to solve new problems, and I think it made me more open-minded and solution-oriented," Ward said.

Ward is selling the Dongle Buddy for $5 and is relying heavily on social media and satisfactory word-of-mouth exchanges.

He has also been reaching out to colleges and companies about putting the school's logo or the company's logo on it, in a similar way that Baylor passes out phone wallets with the school's word and a juggler.

"I'm really just looking for that one thing that make it take off," Jake Ward | BLOOMINGTON, Ill. JUNIOR

After Dark allows students to shine bright at Baylor

TYLER BUI Staff Writer

Students performed their talents on stage at a fun, friendly and familiar event—Atter Dark—on Friday, September 13. The event has been around since the second business quarter of 1997.

The performance contained 17 acts that included singers, dancers, instruments, spoken word and a juggler.

The Student Productions and Baylor Student Activities committees have been working since April to create a diverse show that showcased the different talents on campus.

Scuddaids, Attie, junior Audra Hoover is the executive producer of the show. He's in the promising stage of talking with a plastics manufacturer about making it more than just a prototype.

"I'm really just looking for that one thing to make it take off," Audra Hoover | Scottsdale, Ariz. JUNIOR

The group has been together for over a year and were friends who decided to create something new.

"We really wanted to mix other art forms and wanted to keep doing things together. We saw concerts as a way to start together, but also to give back to the community, which we have never done before," Hoover said. "We want to see the audience come alive, and because we're all passionate about that, we work really well together. We just love being on stage and going back to the community and creating art.

Looking back on the whole experience of After Dark, one specific individual came to Hoover's mind.

"One of my favorite things about After Dark is her Singing---she performed in After Dark every year," Hoover said. "She was the first act I ever performed at After Dark, so seeing her back do [After Dark] over and over again has really brought me up.

Senior Lizzy Faletto, a member of the Student Productions committee, said she really enjoyed being around the overall After Dark provides, on campus.

"I think it's just a really a joy of anything. 'What I think of [After Dark] is I think of America Got Talent's' in the sense that there's a lot of different acts," Faletto said. "My favorite part, to the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do.

LIZZIE FALETTO | MEMBER OF THE STUDENT PRODUCTIONS COMMITTEE

"My favorite part, to the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do."

"Instead of passing out phone wallets with the school's word and a juggler, I think of [After Dark] as America Got Talent's' in the sense that there's a lot of different acts," Faletto said. "My favorite part, to the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do."

THE REASON WHY FOOLS FALL IN LOVE

Spicy B.O. Spring senior, Marion Renee Dubose created a piece about her personal struggles and experiences with love and shared it during the show.

"I realized that you could do more with the electric violin," she said. "Electric violin is the turn it into a dessert design of the prototype.

"I'm really just looking for that one thing that make it take off," Marion Renee Dubose | Spring. JUNIOR

Tyler Bui | Staff Writer

The performance contained 17 acts that included singers, dancers, instruments, spoken word and a juggler.

The Student Productions and Baylor Student Activities committees have been working since April to create a diverse show that showcased the different talents on campus.

Scuddaids, Attie, junior Audra Hoover is the executive producer of the show. He's in the promising stage of talking with a plastics manufacturer about making it more than just a prototype.

"I'm really just looking for that one thing to make it take off," Audra Hoover | Scottsdale, Ariz. JUNIOR

The group has been together for over a year and were friends who decided to create something new.

"We really wanted to mix other art forms and wanted to keep doing things together. We saw concerts as a way to start together, but also to give back to the community, which we have never done before," Hoover said. "We want to see the audience come alive, and because we're all passionate about that, we work really well together. We just love being on stage and going back to the community and creating art.

Looking back on the whole experience of After Dark, one specific individual came to Hoover's mind.

"One of my favorite things about After Dark is her Singing---she performed in After Dark every year," Hoover said. "She was the first act I ever performed at After Dark, so seeing her back do [After Dark] over and over again has really brought me up.

Senior Lizzy Faletto, a member of the Student Productions committee, said she really enjoyed being around the overall After Dark provides, on campus.

"I think it's just a really a joy of anything. 'What I think of [After Dark] is I think of America Got Talent's' in the sense that there's a lot of different acts," Faletto said. "My favorite part, to the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do."

"My favorite part, to the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do."

Spicy B.O. Spring senior, Marion Renee Dubose created a piece about her personal struggles and experiences with love and shared it during the show.

"I realized that you could do more with the electric violin," she said. "Electric violin is the root of it, is seeing people all over campus getting to perform their talents that they love to do."
Locals can now enjoy 22 flavors of freshly brewed tea at HTeaO's new iced tea store that just celebrated its first month on South Seventh Street and Cleveland Avenue. The location was quickly packed with tea-loving customers after a ribbon-cutting ceremony. Locals may remember the building was formerly occupied by Tea2Go, which filed for bankruptcy back in March.

HTeaO is based out of Amarillo where Austin and Lizzy Sharp opened their first location. The franchise is continuing to expand to various other locations around Texas as well as expand into their own local tea business. HTeaO features a tea bar with 22 different flavors of unsweet and sweet tea available for sampling.

The expanded tea bar is one of the reasons why HTeaO has opened another location here in Waco, just blocks away from campus. HTeaO has appeared on Inc. magazine's list of the top 5,000 fastest-growing private companies in the country.

According to HTeaO's website, the store's goal is to “provide ultra-premium tea, water, and related products that give people safe and healthy food choices in a fun and clean environment.”

Raul Gonzales, a team leader at the store, shared what he thinks is one of the biggest challenges about the industry. “I think for the most part [iced tea] is more of a seasonal thing, but being in Waco where its warmer makes it easier for business,” Gonzales said. “Overall, the tea industry thrives better in southern regions.”

The expanding iced tea market is one of the reasons why HTeaO has decided to open another location here in Waco, just blocks away from campus. HTeaO has appeared on Inc. magazine's list of the top 5,000 fastest-growing private companies in the country.

At HTeaO, you can come in and our tea is already brewed and ready to go,” says Gonzales. Customers can quickly get their tea through the drive-through window and not have to wait for their tea to finish brewing.

“Or blends are harvested by hand twice a year and each flavor contains carefully selected ingredients custom blended in the USA,” according to their website.

Customers can enjoy half-off teas during Happy Hour from 2 to 4 p.m. every day. “We'll be attending the Food and Wine Festival at H-E-B this Saturday from 6-9 p.m.,” Gonzales said. “This is the perfect time for us to sample our tea. We'll be handing out free samples of our best-selling tea.”

At HTeaO, you can come in and our tea is already brewed and ready to go.

Raul Gonzales | HTEAO TEAM LEADER

It’s tea time: HTeaO opens new store in Waco
Obstacles make champions

IN HIS OWN WORDS
Junior tennis player Matias Soto spoke with LTVN’s BrenShavia Jordan about his transition to Baylor from Chile and the ways he has grown since arriving at the university.

Cole Tompkins | Multimedia Editor

A true champion is not only measured by his accomplishments, but how well he can overcome barriers that may block his way. That rings true for junior tennis player Matias Soto. Coming from Copiapo, Chile, to the United States brought many challenges, but his determination fuels his willingness to triumph. Soto said his biggest struggle was overcoming the language barrier, but his team helped him become accustomed to being away from home.

“My language was pretty tough. In the beginning it took me like two months to get used to and be confident to talk in front of people,” Soto said. “Since the first day I had a really good relationship with my teammates and my coaches, so that helped me a lot.”

Growing up Soto watched his dad and brothers play tennis as a hobby. At the age of 4 he picked up a tennis racket and has been playing ever since. His passion led him to Baylor, where he continues to grow in the sport and his character. Surrounded by dedicated teammates and coaches, he continues to prevail.

Prior to Baylor, the junior competed at the 2017 French Open and Wimbledon and was ranked as high as No. 56 in Juniors ITF. Soto played in the top-three positions in singles and doubles for Baylor last season, finishing 2018-19 overall. He closed out the fall of his sophomore year with a 1-1 singles record at the Longhorn Invitational.

Brian Roland, Baylor men’s tennis head coach, said that Soto’s drive to succeed has been a huge contribution to Baylor tennis.

“Matias Soto is one of the most humble, hardworking young men that I’ve ever had the opportunity to work with in over 25 years as a collegiate coach,” Roland said. “He is a special young man. He comes to work every day not only to make himself better but makes everyone else around him better. His passion and desire to maximize his potential and play at the next level and be a professional tennis player someday,” Roland said. “Soto’s goal is to play professional tennis, using all he has learned from his time at Baylor. His journey hasn’t been easy, but it is one he is proud of and has become an inspiration to his teammates and coaches.”

Soto’s goal is to play professional tennis, using all he has learned from his time at Baylor. His journey hasn’t been easy, but it is one he is proud of how far he’s come. Baylor is known for preparing champions for life, and he feels he is no exception. And while Soto continues pursuing his passion, he has a supportive family back home.

“I want to help my family to have a better life. My family is happy that I am studying here, they know it’s a great university. They see I am getting better as a person and tennis player,” Soto said. “It’s not easy being away from my family, I am really close to them – but they are happy.”

BRENSHAVIA JORDAN
Broadcast Reporter

How’d the boys do in Napa?

Men’s tennis traveled to the West Coast last weekend to compete in the Audi Napa Valley Tennis Classic, where Junior Sven Lah went undefeated in singles play and freshman Constantin Frantzen made his collegiate debut.

Sven Lah
6-4, 6-2 win over USTA’s Aryan Chaudhary
6-4, 6-4 win over St. Mary’s James Watt
6-3, 6-3 win over Harvard’s Robert Wrzesinski

Constantin Frantzen
6-3, 6-4 loss to Pacific’s Philip Bjork
6-1, 6-4 loss to Cal’s Bjorn Hoffmann
6-2, 7-5 win over USTA’s Jack Anthrop

Christopher Frantzen
7-6 (15), 6-3 win over Cal’s Dominic Barretto
7-6 (7), 7-5 loss to USTA’s Stefan Leustian
6-4, 6-4 win over Michigan’s Connor Johnston

Perfect Game: Junior Sven Lah started the season with a sweep in singles play at the Napa Valley Classic. Lah and former Bear Jeremy Bandek were ranked No. 1 in the nation in the 2020-21 season.
Three takeaways from week three

MATTHEW SODERBERG
Sports Writer

After a fairly even-keel week of college football, nothing is truly more clear than the week prior. Still, we can still find some takeaway from these two games.

Clemson's fans celebrate during the NCAA college football game against Syracuse Saturday in Syracuse, N.Y.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sports Take</th>
<th>Sports Writer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

There have been three weeks of college football and Clemson has already faced two best opponents. In week two, home date with the Aggies was a lesson to say the least, as the Tigers proceeded 3-9 in their worst record since 1971. Most notable was the fact that there were two lost its home game against No. 24 South Carolina 41-6, a team that had been ranked the week prior. Still, we can still find some takeaway from these two games.

What's Going on with Chip Kelly?

Chip Kelly, a name synonymous with innovation and success on the college stage, is now the head coach of the Oklahoma Sooners. The Sooners have already faced its two best opponents. Its week two home game against the Aggies was a lesson to say the least, as the Tigers proceeded 3-9 in their worst record since 1971. Most notable was the fact that there were two lost its home game against No. 24 South Carolina 41-6, a team that had been ranked the week prior. Still, we can still find some takeaway from these two games.

Soccer ties ACU in overtime

AHFAAZ MERCHANT
Sports Writer

Baylor will return home to take on the No. 25 in the coaches poll, and TCU, No. 25 in the AP poll. Since 1896

The Wildcats hold a 9-8 edge in shots over the Bears during the first half and took the lead early with a goal by senior midfielder Sammy Johnson in the 26th minute.

Baylor, however, came out more aggressive in the second half, recording 12 shots and allowing ACU only one during that period. The Bears entered ACC 19-0 1-0 for the match, the most by Baylor since it 2-0 wins over Wyoming on Sept. 6. Head coach Paul Jobson gave the Wildcats credit for pressuring the Bears early in the match.

"They were definitely the better team in the first half and capitalized on their opportunity," Jobson said. "I thought we turned some things around in the second half to get an equalizer, but we dug ourselves a big hole against a good team. We will bounce back this week to face two more great opponents.""